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The History of a Program: A Case Study of SIGI

Doneld J. Cochran

Illinois State University

The use of a diary or log I.; a familiar tool in understanding change in

individual or group counseling. Perhaps developmental counseling programs also

grow and change in ways that can be better understood through the use of a

diary. With this traderstanding in mind, the highlights of 4 cooperative counsel-

ing program linking Illinois State University (ISU) with Educational Testing

Service (ETS) will be traced over a period from 1972 to 1976. The Sy3tem of

Interactive Guide:tee Information (SIGI) and '.1.te many ramifLcations of its imple-

mentation at LSU are the focus of the diary. The story runs from the early plans

of a new student counseling center (SCC) staff tc, the actualization of many of

these plans. It is written in retrospect with reference to written correspondence

and from the viewpoint of the SCC dtaff involved.

Year One: Doing_Our Homework

In 1972, the SCC was commissioned by the Director of the Center, Neal

Gamsky, to write a task force report. Its contents were to be the rationale for

career development (CD) counseling services on campus, eti inventory of the then

existent resources for delivery of programs, and recommendations for optimal

future thances in delivery of CD programs. The first "official" statement was

then made abcut SIGI as a possible program at ISU.

"The scope of information needa to be vastly increased and
include the option for the student to retrieve information re-
lating to abilities, values, and ether personal variables along
with infeIrmation relating to the environment; i.e., 'the world
of work'. An example of a possible system is cited in Che Voca-
tf:nra Guidance QuarreTly (7ol. 20, 1, 61-62). This system
includes a programmed planning sequence, a method for integratinz
perLonal value systems with career information, and a module
for prediction of success in various fields (Cothran, et al.,
1972)."
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The spirit of the report was to supply the best possible ration:le for our

program requests although we were not at all certain that our requests would

ever be met by administration. Ncnetheless, we began *_o generate interest in

our awn staff for SIGI and began initial contacts with ETS. iter a brief rhone

conversation vith ilart..n Katz, the Director of the SIGI program at ETS, he

referred re to Arthur Kroll, the Director of Career Development Programs at

7TS. Since the SIGI program was in its initial stages of field testing at a

t,,o year school at that time, (no four year Institutions were being considered

fer field test) early contacts with Katz and Kroll were less than encouraz,ing.

Year Two: Setting the Stage

Although the request and acceptance to explore SIGI were quite tentative

on both of our parts, by February, 1973, Kroll was considering the possibility

of hosting a visit for IU staff to view a demonstration version of STGT. In

May the invitation was extended and I went to see SIG1 and discussed the pos-

sibility of a four year college field site for SIGI at ISU. Kroll was

sufficiently enough interested in our proposal and the ISU SCC to visit the

campus later that summer. He viewd our new facilities, met w;th our enthusiastic

counseling staff, the Dean of Undergraduate Instruction, and ISU's Legal Counsel.

Following that meeting, the Dilcctor of t%e SCC met with the President of the

University to discuss the possibility ef bidgetary support for the program.

The net outcome of these visits and meetings wee reciprocal statements of inten-

tion and mutual expectations from the two agencies. In November, 1972, Neal

Gamsky wrote the following to ETS administrators:

"Enclosed is the signed letter of agreement between Illinois
State University and Educational Testing Service to cooperate in
the development of a four year college version of the System of
Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI). We are now making
final preparations for installation ef the necessary equipment and
the assignment and training of staff for this program. We are
looking forward tc the introduction of this program on our campus
aH believe it will neke a significant contribution to our career
development program at ISU."
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Along with another training visit to ETS with David Hoffman, another SCC

staff member, one other important event was recorded in 1973. Although ue did

not know it at the time, the Board of Regents (B(R) for the State of Illinois

commissioned a committee to study the career services in regency institutions

throughout the state. The MAC:Me of this study was to be au extremely positive

ald in gaining later support from the E3R for the SIGI program. The report

committee was chaired by Samuel Baker, an administrative aid for the BOR, who

coincidentally had background and expertise in counseling.

Year Three: Down to the Wire

and Quiet Success

Although ETS and the ISU SCC and administration were supportive of the

SIGI project the budget expenditures for the buying or leasing of the hardware

and maintenance, (sums totaling to roughly $70,000) the final approval for the

funds was in the hands of the BOR. Numerous cost estimates and proposals for

the program were submitted to ISU aeministrators which were in turn relayed to

the state level. The following statement appeared in the five year academic

plan of the university in 1974.

"The University's Student Counaeling Service is coorerating
with Educational Testing Service of New Jersey in the development
of a computer ayatem for providing to students vocational counseling
based.upon current job market information. The system has been
developed for community colleges, but Illinoia State is serving as
the pilot institution for adacting the program to senior uni-
versities" (Pp. 32).

The following excerpts from a proposal to be submitted as part of the

budget proposal to the BOR highlight the emphasis on student need and nccounta-

bility.

"The demand for this program can be documented on both a
national and local basis. According to national statistics a
high proportion of students in college change their educaticnal/
career plans at least ance. National studies indicate that
roughly half of the students changed their undergraduate major
at least once. More recent aud local studies specifically docu-
ment the information deficits eRntioned above (ISU Institutional
Study Survey Report, No. 1, 19n). A large sample cf ISU studento
rated "development of identit:e and sense of self confidence" as
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consistently a high learning priority but rated their prcgress
toward that priority as relatively little. Likewise students
rated "ability te select information relevant to problems -
distinguishing reliable information and sources" as a rela-
tively high priority. This difference between actual and
preferred progress was one of the largest for 1972 freshmen
and sophomore students. These findings support the assump-
tions related to informational deficits (information about
self or self identity and a-Jurces of reliable objective informa-
tion - "world of work") mentioned above.

It is not feastble to deliver services efficiently on
a one-to-one basis with large target populations. It is the
aim of the program, then to use our current manpower most
efficiently with the introduction of a technological adjunct.
It is anticipated that our actual professional manpower commit-
ments to the career/educational planning of students will remain
roughly the same but that the qualit7 and quantity of these
services will be greatly increased (Coehran, 1974).

During the Spring of 1974, the SCC was involved with meetings w:th the

LSU budget team, purchasing officers, and representatives fram the hardware

vendors for SIGI. As a result of the legal and financial negotiations, we were

down to the wire and the final budget decisicns by the DOR were about to be made.

Perhaps the most fortuitous event was the timing of the meeting with Sam

Baker from the BOR. On April 17, 1974, he interviewed personeel related to

the delivery of CD programs on the 'SU campus. His positive impression of the

ISU CD delivery system is reflected in the following report that later appeared

in the minutes of the BOR.

"Os the whole, Illinois Statc. is providing exemplary career
services. The staff of the career development unit appears to be
exciting and creative and have designed an impressive array of
career counseling programs. The career groups are well-received
outreach programs which tends to attract persons uho would not
otherwise be aware of the career services available. Cooperation
between the counseling, placement, and advisement functions is
considerable and increasing. And finally, implementation of the
SIGI system promises to not only upgrade the information utilized
in career decisions, but also to increase student usage and
counseling/advisement/placement interaction. Career services at
ISU are becoming mare visible and, consequently, more frequently
used."

These first hand positive tmpressions carried to the BCH were no doubt

of powerful impact in the final stages of the decision.
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SCC were preparing for the final justification of the program.

ant Dean of Student Affairs, Jude Boyer, we had prepared our

ear at BOR meetings at the state capital. We were ready for

ound" and anticipated the BOR's meeting agenda and planned a

ropriate meeting in May, 1974.

!ci out, our attendance at the meeting was unnecessary. The BOR

iing of the program prior to the actual scheduled meeting.

the details were not available to us, we understood that the

( phone and funds for the program were approved in that way.

success--the exact date of the BOR's action was not recorded.

for a more dramatic rinish and the way it actually ended was

Noneleless, we had the money approved to buy the SIGI con-

re were now ready, after almost 2 years, to beg..!.n planning the

.ation of the program.

e installation Was completed at the end of the summer, 1974. The

event of the ear was the first proposal for a colle',ce course

lAbeTato.gy component of the coulse. This proposal was to

long series of proposals aimed at presenting a course in career

dergraduate curriculum.

1975: The Yeac nf Visible Success

75 started slowly for the SIGI program but as the year progressed,

the progra-1 were beginning to be met. Although the hardware

complete (the mini-computer, printer, and terminal) the software

delayed by a program revision rnade on SIG1 designed to

ple terminals. When this revision was completz the software

done by Bill Godwin of ETS. After a brief "sliake down" period,

begin an actual pilot study with limited numbers of students.

sils and rationale of the pilot study will be presented in another
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part of this presentation. Along with the data and experience gained from the

pilot study, the study relieved much of the suspense related to SIGI. The

pilot study showed that SIGI would work at a four year institution and that

students at ISU liked SIGI.

During the summer of 1975 we centinued cur staff training efforts with

S'CI and began to invite ISU administrators and departmen: 'iArL,Alnel to view the

SIGI configuration. These demonstrationl were culminat,e(1 later tn the year

when EIS and ISU jointly presented regional workshops. The workshops drew parti-

cipants from many two and four year institutions in Illinois and adjoining states.

They were designed to acquaint counselors, administrators, and other student

services personnel wit !. the possibilities of the SIGI system.

Two other significwit events in 1975 marked the visible success of the

program. After a long series of 'meting% with due ISU University Studies Com-

mittee, an elective cour..e in career choice was accepted in the curriculum.

This course was first taught in the Fall of 1975 and proved to be a viable means

to present SIGI in the context of an academic course. Students from the career

choice class were invited to a workshop presented by ETS at the University of

Northwestern on October 6, 1975. The cutenee of this panel presentation by

student consumers of the SIGI delivery s7stem was extremely positive. The second

significant event of the 1975 ,,ear was the completion of the prediction and

plaaning programs that contained local &eta. Later in this presentation we

will discuss the procedure for adapting SIGI to the four year institution. It

is important to note here that the initial data gathering for the prediction and

planning programs of SIGI was successful and the cooperative agreement between

ETS and ISU was working well. By the end of the 1975 year SIGI was beyond the

pilot and demonstration phase and was beginning to become one of the most visible

and sought after programs in the SCC.
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1976: Pr2gram Delivery and Expansion

Currently the programm14 of STGI :Jos become somewhat routine in the ISU

SCC. We are now confident ta SIGI's realiability as a powerful tool in career

counseling and we are becoming knowledgeable at programming SIGI into the

context of other more conventional counneling interventions. There is still;

however, much to be done with the program. The prospectu!= of the program in-

cludes continued efforts toward expansion of program delivery and continued

merging of SIGI with other program interventions.

Our initial goal for SIGI was to cove to multiple terminals by the end

of the first year of operations. Due to severe fiscal problems in the State

of Illinois and consequently at ISU, we have been unable to go beyond our

initial one terminal configuration. We anticipate the addition of rwo more

eeicinals by the end of 1976 and plan to continue toward a goal of 8 to 16 ter-

minals in the more distant futeze. SIGI's hardware configuration is designed

to carry up to 16 terwinals and tor maximum efficiency of the system these ter-

minals are necessaty. Since SIGI has never been conceived as a "stand alone"

service, continued coccunicltioa will be necessary to orient personnel in the

use cf SIGT in the context of academic advisement and placement services.

Continuing cross-agency consultation is anticipated as an integral part of ex-

panding the SIGI system.

Likewise more sophisticated understanding and application of the SIGI

system is anticipated within the SCC, More research will be done to under-

stand the potentialities of SIGI in the context of 7,roup and individual

counseling. We noa have "respectable" data on both the effects of SIGI alone

(the pilot study) and SIGI in the context of a class (Cochran, Hoffman, Warren

e. Strand. 1976).
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What we anticipate is more controlled research comparing the effects of

SIGI in the context of group aud iadividual counseling. We look forward to

presenting SIGI to larger numbers of eteldents in the next few years and also to

gathering more data on the impact of SIGI related to the decision making pro-

cesses of students. New that many ef the technical, financial, legal, and

political aspects sf the program have been reeolved, we look forward to more

emphasis on the service and research dimensions of SIGI.

In some ways we are just now, after four years, beginning to devote our

full attention to the dimensions of the program that were initially more

interesting to us as "coure:elieg psychologizts"--direct service and research.

We are now able to enjoy student reaction to SIGI and to more carefully study

the ramifications of the program, The events in the history of the peogram

illustrate scme of the obstacles that were surmounted before we could come

t.) this comfortable place.
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Paving The Way

S. David Hoffman

Illinois State University

In the ISU Student Counseling Center's Career Development Task Force

Report (Cothran, et al., 1972), career development is described as: " .

a dimension of general personal development involving the interaction of

intellectual, emotional, social and physical aspects of the individual. This

process results in a life-long interrelated series of decisions made ac'Avely

and responsibly by the individual in relation to his environmental press."

We have been aware, for s-mie time, of the need to bridpe the gap between theory

and practice in career development. Consequently, at ISU we have been working

toward building a comprehensive m.Ddel which integrates theory and practice.

Our program (JLthin the total counseling center's programming) seeks ta deliver

direct and indirect services whi f. are anchored in conceptualizations cuch as:

implementation of self-concepts, :,ilues clarification, needs assessment,

congruence of personality and er-, ronmunts, and self-awareness familiar in

vocational and counseling rsychol-(7r.

The proposed model of career development involves continuous, seq,Jential

steps in what Tiedeman & O'Hara (1963) call identity formation as it iI forged

in a process of choosing. In this developmental model we look at the "deciding-

self" moving t!1roug4 time ar,:i society. Man is a social being, and the process

of finding out who one is, and how one wants to be, occurs in relation to both

internal and external states. Thus the decision-making process is character-

ized by the individual's awareness of and response to inner and outer cues.

In facilitating this process, counseling is aimed at helping the individual

clarify his inner world and environments.

1 1
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Personal Growth As An Interactive Process

Porsmal growth is the progressive development of an individualls abilfty

to become aware of and ,to respond to both inner and environmental needs or

presses. Behavior represents the interaction between two hypothetical poles,

inner and environment (Kroll, 1970). Individual and environment are engaged

in a process, each contacting and effecting the other, whiCh is Characterized

by differentiation and integration. Decision-making (choosing) ski/1u are a

key example of the operation of this dialectic and interactive process, and

decision-making behaviors represent the linking element, the medium or "current"

between the poles. The growing individual bases decision-making behavior in

confluent movement between inner and environmental demands.

Individual (/

(Inner forces)
Environment

(Outer forces)

The deciding-self moves or negotiates between inner and outer support

orientations. In Rotter's terns (1966) the support orientation of the "fully

functioning" i!tdividual tends to fall between the extremes of inner/outer

direction. The middle ground is found in discovering confidence in a life-style

which is an expression of self and principles of living (Shostrum, 1966). An

important enabling element in ca:eer development is a defined sense of identity

which is based on internal consisi:ency, inner support, self-awareness, realism

in approach to the world, and decision-making adequacy of self-in-world.

If an individual develops ideally, then the confluent flow of awareness

between the inner and outer poles procedes smooLhly and with rhythm. inis is

what Piaget refers to as "mobile equilibrium." Por this process to col.tinue

smoothly one must possess the potential to focus alternately on internal and

external forces with ease. The development of greater sense of internality and

1 2
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the ability to attend with confluence to internal and external information is

the development ef flexibility. An important outcome of behaving with flexi-

bility is the clearer identification of what one wants and needs. This self-

awareness is the first part of an "identification/inregration/implementaticn

process of decision-making.

We are not concerned with helping clients/students identify What "to be"

in occupational terms as =Oh as with helping them determine what they want

from any occupation they might choose. That is, our services are directed

(at various levels) at provi&-ng students with skills with which to process

information they find or are given.

We are now working on defining two general styles or dynamics we see

operating. Some students appear to be "undecided" while others are "indecisive."

Undecided students =ay be described as those who are stuck in a specific decision,

who need more or better information, or perhaps encouragement. They seem to

have an understanding of the decisionl.making process WhiCh they have used in

the past and are using in the present; and may be responding with "state-

anxiety." Indecisive students may be described as those who always have dif-

ficulty with choo:7rg, with even centative commitment, self-support, etc.; and

may bc responding with trait-arLylety. The imoli_cations of this noti:n are

important. Undecided stuants can prthably vrofit from information rearding

the object of their decisiea while imdecis:iv-z students probably will ot. Un-

decided stu&-mts deal with the decision in whiOh they are stucl, and returm

to relatively smooth movement toward action; the indecisive student has dif-

ficulty approaching the decision, indeed the process cf Choosing.

This is related to purposes of usimg information im counseling. Issacson

(1971) notes four:

Motivational, teadhing self-determination, the beninnimg of
career planning.

Instructional, whiCh addresses itself to attitude Change under-
standing of the d-m process, etc.

I 'I
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Adjustive, dealing with distortions of inages about self
and environment.

Distributive, dealing more ulth placement, action and use
of information.

Dealing, in depth, with personal issues of indecision, anxiety, support orienta-

tion, values clarification, motivation and instruction are necessary with in-

decisive students as they have no (or at best ineffective) tools for processing

information. At the sane time this approach is not necessary with students who

simply need information (distributive) to be assisted in a process in uhich

they are already fairly effectively eagaged.

We know from the literature and our ova experience that program development,

consultation, curriculur developcent and now computer assisted guidance (as a

self-help technique) allow us to reath core students with appropriate levels

of indirect service; and to create a high level of career development aware-

ress on the campus. SIGI answers some questions for students, both environmental

and intrapersonal. It teathes process cf self-exploration as it is related

to career development, that is personal decision-making about satisfaction/value

priorities.. Thus the compnterized (self-help) guidance system serves a

pivotal fuuction ia our programming efforts.

It is intimately related tc our model in that it deals with valuine as a

mediating fcrce or basis of decisionmaking about curricular/career environments..

It can be used in very effective usys with remedial, preventive and developmental

target populations (Cothran, 1974) becanze as a system it delivers information

that is motivational, instructional, adjustive and distributive. It is used in

the curriculum as a lahorator3 experience in a course called 'Career Choice,"

as an adjunct to Individual and group counseling regarding career developrient,

as en aid in consultation by requiring institutional specific InformaLion whith

necessitates contact between cur staff and academic departments; and as an

important catalyst for integration and In-service training between the SCC and

partner Student Affairs agencies, Placement and Academic Advising.
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The objective of Career Counseling services at ISU is to help growing

college students develop the necessary skills to an,wer their 1Who am I?"

questions in such a way that they make meaningful use of information about

themselves and their environments. SIGI, rather than being a computerized in-

formation delivery system, allows us to employ a self-he]p tool at varying

levels with students to teach process, reinforce counseling gains, provide

quality information qui:kly, and enhance relationship with other part3 of the

university community.

Following in this presentation are descriptions of some of the tasks

involved in creating the IN:al relevance of SIGI and our initial evaivattve

research projects with SIGT.
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"Tailor-Made" Computerized Guidance Program "A"

Kathleen Grit=

Illinois State University

The first three programs on SIG:, Values, Locate, Compare, are prepared

by Educational Testing Service and cone ready for use. The fourth program,

Prediction, requires the input of local information and necessitates staff tine

to cooplete it. This program helps students to judge their Chances for success

in various curricula at Illinois State University through the identification of

a key course for each najor, factors predicatory cf success, and a grade dis-

tribution of past clezses. So the infcrmation in the Prediction program is

unique to ISU, building the program involved the co-operation of the acadenic

departments on canpu3_ Crer a 1-atiod of mme and one-half years, staff members

have contaete-1; the L: dep:Tz=ents, soce representing nultiple majors, asking them

to idemtify a 'imp corse foo eacil -.-ajor. A '.:27 courLe is one whiCh di-!feren-

tiates those who do well in the major from those who do poorly. Oct of several

grade factcrs, two were iicntified by instructors as predicatory of success in

the course. Z.Ic!mroes of .=-7..ase famtors are reading ability: writrns

ability, regular attendance, and manual dexterity. Students entering the course

for the first tine were as3 to predict their future performance in terms

of a letter gra:e, and theme pred5ctio E., were conpared with their act/:,1 final

grades t the end of tbe semester.

Working in the Prediction vrogran on SIGI, students are first shown a

GIGO frame (garbage in--garb:7ee out) warning then against providing misleading

information abont themselves. After Choosing a curriculum of interest with a

key course, they evaluate thenselves am several grade factors, including the

two factors identified by the course instructors, and are shown a past grade

distribution. Figure 1 depicts a typical frame in the Prediction proeram listing

16
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grade factors and distribution. On the basis of this information, the students

finally make an estimate of their probable grade in the course. The computer

Insert Figure 1 about here

calculates the probabilit- of a grade of A or B, C, or below C for each student

based on the best set of predictor yeriables (grade factors) collected in the

interaction and reports the probability as "chances in 100" fcr receiving the

various grades.

Students are given the Chance to ask the meaning of "chances in 100."

A series of frames using an archery anaicgy explains probability and the use of

past experience to make Dredictions and attempts to transfer the prediction-

process from SIGI to future use.

An unpublished article by Norris and Cochran (1976) explores the validity

of self-estimates (as part cf non-test data) used as grade predictors. A com-

parison was made between non-test data and test de-ta as college grade predictors

using data gathered in the building of the Prediction program. Given the

limitations of a small and diverse sample, the results still indicated strcngly

that noe-test data were more valid predictors. For three of the four key

courses, self-estimates had the highest cr second highe-,t -correlation between

predicted and final grade of the 17 noa-test and test varLa:,les exPl-ined.

SIGIt's Prediction program is an attempt to help students judge their chances

for success iz maiors at I5U. Focusing on an informed seli-estinate rather

than a blind guess, it also familiarizes students with .i.ortant steps in the

prediction process: honest self-evaluation, identification of factors impertant

for success, and a final fudgment based on all information gathered.

Reference

Norris, L., St CoChran, D. SIGI: Anon-test prediction format in career decision
=axing, 1976 (unpublished).
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Figure I

DEPICTION OF A TYPICAL PRSDICTION FRAME

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: MICROBIODDGY (BSC 260)

PAST PERFORMANCE: CLASS RANK: *..--COYD FIFTH MIGLISE GRADE: A
MATH GRADE: B NEED HELP WITH ENGLISH: NO

GRADE FAC=S:
(1) (2) (3)

ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOW AVERAGE
INTEREST Li SUBJECT AREA
COMMITMENT TO TEE PROGRAM
THIRD FACTOR
FOURTH FACTOR

PERNTAGE OF STUDENTS RECEIVING VARIOUS G1ADiS

aiOLT (1)
GROUP (2)
GROLT (3)
GKOU? (4)

grade Percentage of students receiving grades

A, A, A- xxxxx (10%)
B, B, xxxxxxxxxx (1n)
C, C, C- mc=cmocxxxxx (36,)
LE= C- mo=counoc-x
ricakeL. w. xxxxxx (17.73

WHICH GROUP (1-40 DO YOU THINK YOUR GRADE WILL BE IN? PRESS TEAT NUMBER.

I S



Tailor-Made Computerized Career Guidance Program "B"

Betty Green Rademacher

Illinois State University

In preparing the planning displays of the SIGI program, we considered first

the philosophy of Illinois State University and fhe student services areas which

use the SIGI system. The planning program gives information about majors and/

or programs which provide adequate academic preparation for entry into the

occupations in SIGI. Our goal was to construct program displays that allow

a great deal of flexibility in semester scheduling. Consistent with the philo-

sophy of allowing students freedom to sake as many program decisions as possible,

we selected the programs which allow for a maximum number of elective hours.

Students may then use SIGI information t. work with advisors in the Advisement

Center or department to plan specialized programs which meet individual needs.

When =ore thaa one major or program is considered to provide adequate prepara-

tion, all are listed. Students using SIGI at Illinois State University will

find that the planning system also allows each student to select from a wide

range of University Studies (IS:7's general education category) approved courses

and electives that support the major or najorAtinor combination. We also uti-

lizet ISU courses in terminal displays when that was appropriate. For example,

the Occ=pation: Secretary in the SIGI system does not require a four-year

degree, however, we reported appropriate ISU courses as well as listing junior

and community colleges offering the Associate Degree in that field.

The actmal preparation of the displays was detailed and time consuming.

Conservatively 280 tours of senior staff time, 300 hours of research assistant's

time, and 100 hours of se.retarial ti=e were spent in preparation of the planning:

system. Since this was the first time the system had been written for a four-

year snhool, a lot of re-interpretation was reqoired. The first task was to

natCh ISU major programs to occupations. As we beean to do that we fc=nd that
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soce majors provide direct entry to a given occupation.

Execple:

Accounting Major Occupa'Aon: Accountant
Elecentary Education Major Occupation: Teacher-Elementary

There are 37 of these matches ancmg the 245 occupations. Apprcpriate multiple

entries are available at ISU for many occupations and whenever possible this

choice was offered to studelits.

Example:

Occupation: Market Researcher Eusiness Mministration Major
Economics Major
Math Major

For 51 c.f the occupations there are majors at ISU that offer adequate entr;

although not direct.

Example:

Occupation: Eospital Administrator Business Administration Najor
Ne,lical Records Major

Ma.!ical 'lecos is appropriate at :LSI: only because the curriculum includes

courses in economics, busi%ess, orfanization and management, accounting, data

processing and statistics, as well as medicid terminology and other required

Allied Fealth anu.,---c- In order to make vise decisions in matching t-e occupa-

tions and proczans, cae =us.: examine carefully the courses in c-ch pro74ram anc

in some cases even the content cf these courses.

I= fathering caterial to prepare the Special Displays for the occ;:patiocs

with a terminal classification, we matched individual freshman-sophomore (100

level) courses to the two-year programs. Many times only one or two appropriate

courses are offered at ISC. We have records of all of these, but, in the final

system, we used only those that offer the potential for a full semester's work

at ISU. We researched and collected informAtion on Illinois Junior ar-2. Coc-

=unity Colleges and technical schools for those occupations requiring ly two

years or less of academic preparation. Only nine occupaLions of the 245 in SIGI

have no directly applicable coarse work at ISE*.
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We prepared an information sheet for each occupation including program,

specific curriculum (course number and Citle) for 1St work, a list of junior

and community colleges offering the program in the field, necessary high school

prerequisites, anj a list of follow-up ;again in most cases Illinois schools)

colleges if an advanced degree is required.

We then assigned a number to eadh separate and different program and

special display. We prepared an Index table and an index card for each separate

display. We then wrote the information in the proper language and display form

for programming and sent it to ETS.

Since academic counselors, and departmental Chairpersons are

physically separated from the SlGI system at ISE, it seemed helpful to prepare

a manual for counselors containing all of the progrem material in the planning

system. This is never tc be usPd as a subdtitute far the SIGI planning system,

but may be used in counseling to assist a pcst-SIGI student in acrlaKds,.f.na a

different occl-pation or in selec:.ing alternate entry routes to an occupation.

Ve find that it is also very valuable in reviaing and updating the planmin

system.

re are canstantly concerned about adding new occuparicns, Students are

giving feedback that says we ,-,eed more four-year type occupations in the system.

There is also a= e:opressed need for more occupations that relate to the work

environments that are more typical in the Nidvest and Central Illinois. We

are constantly in touCh with Collete Deans and Departmental Chairpersons tc be

aware of curriculum Changes and Charges im major and =Ina: reruircments that

need to be reflected in Changes im the planning system.



Action Research

Penelope Warren

Purdue University

Numerous research possibilities presented themselves with the iustallation

of SIGI. Program planners were initially faced with deciding whether to under-

take a simple descriptive study or a more complex experimental design. Several

factors influenced the Choice of an experimental design approximating that

of an earlier study conducted by ZTS at a two-year community college. First,

because SIGI was nev to the four year institution, counseling center staff

members hoped to obt.;.in data comparable to that gathered in fhe origins/ field

test. Second, considerable effort had been invested in the development of a

conceptual framework encompassing ail counseling center career development pro-

grams, incluJ:ns SICI. Consequently, there vas a desire to evaluate SIGI an

re:avant to tha existing mudel. Third, staff resources

available in nhe form of egbt student paraprofessionals already work=oz with

career development prograts. Finally, there were considerations relz,:ad to

time. Ia was i,..atici:zated that at least three hours would be needed t onsure

ample te foo subjec:s ta interact with the system's prograns a: tha: existed

at the time of installat'..m. In addition, there would be the time demamded

of subjects for comp;ction of pre- and poot-neasures. Practically apeakirm,

there mculd be limitatIons to time available co the terminal and to the amount

of time volunteer subjects would be willing to devote to the study.

The initial study was conducted in three two-week periods during the

Spring senestar of 1974-73. Sublects for the study were 72 student volunteers

who had not yet deciared academic majors. They were referred as poss2ole

participants by ISC's centralized acaUe=ic advisement service. Forty-cight were

randomly assioned to the treatment conditioa, 24 to a control/wait group.

22
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Instruments used in the study were rhe Harren Vocational Decision-Making

Cheeklist (Barren, 1966), the Rotter Locus of Control Scale (Rotter, 1966), a

written occupatic-.al informaeion test, an evaluation of SIGI, and a structured

interview (Chapman, Norris & Katz, 1973

The VDC measures an individual's level of development in terms. of Tiedeman

and O'Bara's (1963) theory of career decision-making. The Locus of Control

Scale is a measure of internality versus externality. Both instruments were

selected for their relationship to central concepts in the ISU center's model

frtr career development services.

The written occupational information test asked the subject to answer

questimns about his or her first occupational choice. These questions were

intended to assess the student's knowledge about the satisfactions whieh mignt

be derived from an occupation, typical activities, working conditions and

entry requirements. The SIGI evaluation form asked subjects to respond to how

interesting, clear and helpful various parts of the program were. ether items

elicited information about additional career counseling needs.

The structured interview vas designed to assess subject acquisition of

concepts coticerninre the career decisioc-zaking process taught by SIGI.

Subjects assigned to the treatment condition completed the VDC, the Locus

of Control Scale and the occilpational information test. They then bee three

scheduled sessions at the SIGI terminal. After interacting with the system

they were interviewed by one of the student paraprofessionals using the stand-

ardized format. Interviews were auaic v.:ped for later coding of subject res-

ponses. Followinz the interview, subjects acain completed the VDC, Loous cf

Control Scale and C--:pati7nal Information test. Treatment ercup sub]ots

also completed the EIGI evaluation form at this time.

Control group subiects completed the same measures (exclusive of zhe SIGI

evaluation form) at approximately the same points in the twor.week period to

WhiCh they were assigned as correspondine treatment eroup subjects.
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No significant differences were found between subjects assigned to the

different two-week periods. Aaalysis ot the pre- and post-VDC scores

suggests that SIGI is effective in enr:lancing decision-making processes relative

to choice of major. No significant changes were found with respect to t7.71c

internality-externality measure. VDC and Locus of Control Scale data are dis-

cussed in more detail in Cochran, Roffman, Warren & Strand (1976).

Subject evaluations of SIGI as well as the relative ease with which we

were able to recruit and retain participants suggest that students find the

SIGI programs helpful and interesting.

Re:.ults of the .7::rucrured interviews and the written infoL:7--zion tests

have not. yet been t,.zulated and analyzed. 7As is due in part to the lack of

,;taff time available to complete this portion ::Nt- the study. In addition, there

is sone ambiguity in the in:ervfa4 material, due probably to tl,e relazirely

snail :mount tii we w::re able to devte to training the interviev,:s.

;ugg-.ted in_ioates that SIGI is er:fective

short i.iod tine te --J7.s to rwL.-; weeks), and that students expe....-nce the

system as helpful and inzaresting. These findings have been support.: hy

a involvin;: a mine-t:eek class in (:ocEer

No systec_ztic siudy 'r_as yet been undertaken comparinz SIGI to ir -:idu121

counselino or .,2=ani-4ng the interactire effects of individual cou-sel ard

SIGI u. Thla has -.:aer. :11:e lare:sly to lack of available terminal tine amd to

administrative difficulties in corryin::: out su.--h a study.

Nan: other szczific cuestions mis';it be addressed in future researah, in-

cludinc SIGI7f usef--_-laess wirb various client copulatiors withic the :3±rersity.

I= -4.4'-'on to thee,7 aval-lative studies, the system lends itse '. zo v other

research possibilities. With its capacity to record user behcvior at _he

terminal, the system's uses are aimcst unlimited in the study of care Oho-ice
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